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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
My project aim was to learn how to transition regional Australian villages to
100% renewable (or zero-net energy) by learning from European examples. The
transition to a clean energy future is only just emerging in our country and whilst
there is some aspiration and target setting, currently there are no operating
genuine 100% renewable energy towns or shires on the Australian landscape
that are integrated community energy systems. Hepburn Wind was a first mover,
virtually offsetting from the wind farm site at Leonards Hill through to Hepburn
Springs, however this only represents offsetting household consumption, there
is more work to be done for industry consumption locally as well as for the whole
shire more broadly.
My Fellowship focused on visiting regional towns in Europe to understand the
interconnected political, social, technical and financial factors that enable
communities to successfully transition, be zero-net energy or even energy
exporters. It included speaking with over 80 thought leaders, municipalities,
community members, industry experts, federal politicians and policy-makers
about how different frameworks can stimulate a successful transition. It also
included over 60 distinct site visits to operating projects to understand the
different combinations of models and technologies that have been developed
and the institutes that are coordinating this transition. This Fellowship aimed
to explore future scenarios that can be implemented within the Australian
context. This will assist the transition and social adaptation of communities and
contribute to the knowledge base in this emergent field. In addition I aim to offer
innovative pathways for different contexts of communities and assist industry and
government to best unlock community energy as a core building block of localised
100% renewable transitions.
Taryn Adele Lane
0458 048 287
taryn@akinconsulting.com.au | taryn.lane@hepburnwind.com.au
Located in Castlemaine and Daylesford, Victoria
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PREFACE
The foundation of this Fellowship was grounded in my long-term experience
working in the field of community-owned renewable energy.
Community energy (CE) is:
“… projects where a community group initiates, develops, operates and benefits
from a renewable energy resource or energy efficiency initiative…”
CE projects may be developed to:
●
maximise local ownership and decision making
●
generate jobs
●
use resources efficiently and sustainably
●
match energy production to local energy needs and circumstances
●
help address climate change
Defining zero-net energy
Zero-net energy villages or 100% renewable villages, means that the total
amount of energy used by the local community on an annual basis is roughly
equal to the amount of renewable energy created in the local community.
Integrated Community Energy Systems1 is an emerging framework that
considers localised approaches to transition our energy supply and what form
the geographic and economic distribution of generation should take. There are
issues around what is appropriate and ethical for the planned energy transition
developments. An important focus of this Fellowship is on the holistic approach
that communities have undertaken and the different factors that influenced this.
The status of Australia
Hepburn Wind was the first community-owned generator in Australia. The 4.1
MW wind farm, owned by community co-operative Hepburn Wind, is scaled to
the needs of the local community — the wind farm’s annual output exceeds the
annual demand of the houses of nearby Daylesford and much of the surrounding
area.
The Hepburn Community Wind Farm is owned by over 2000 members, the
majority of whom are local to the region. With massive volunteer effort and nearly
$10m of community capital, the members of Hepburn Wind have shown that
under the right conditions, regional communities will embrace the opportunities
presented by wind farms.
1

Koirala, B.P. 2016. in http://powerweb.tudelft.nl/en/research-projects/integrated-community-energy-systems/. Delft University of Technology, UK.

Right from the start, Hepburn Wind committed to sharing the benefits of the wind
farm widely within the community — not just with members. Their benefit sharing
model is the most advanced of any energy project in Australia.
From the pioneering activities of Hepburn Wind which starting generation in
2011, currently in Australia there are 60 community energy projects up and
running and 80 active groups who are developing projects in various stages1.
Policy reform to enable the clean energy transition is happening, which will
enhance community energy and the renewables sector more broadly. Community
energy is a pivotal platform for the Victorian Government. States are target
setting,  Victoria has set a target of 25% by 2020 and 40% by 2025.
In regards to zero-net energy transitions in the regions, the NSW town of Uralla
was the first Z-NET case study town, developed from a competition. The project
in Uralla provided a blueprint plan for transition to zero-net energy, open-source
process and template for other towns to replicate. Uralla’s case has shown that
cost-effective strategies, such as LED lighting, insulation upgrades and on-site
solar PV, can achieve 40 to 70 per cent of the objective while saving businesses
and residents money, and building deep community engagement and energy
literacy. More and more regional Australian communities as well as cities are
looking to develop pathways to reach their targets.
My process in community
Whilst travelling on the Fellowship I was very heartened at how willing people
were to share their time and learnings. My process was that I had a range of
different questions depending on the type of stakeholder: CE project member,
local government etc. I would ask these questions in a discussion format and
then if there were a few distinct points I wanted to highlight I would record those
questions and answers.
As a result, this report will highlight certain learnings, not be a case by case
depiction of every community, thought leader or organisation that I encountered.
Where possible I have let direct quotes from the interviewees tell the point so
their voices are represented rather than my analysis of it.
The schedule I selected was across Germany, Denmark, Austria, Sweden and the
UK. In particular, I focused on villages with less than 20,000 people, as well as
rural regions that were leaders and a couple of larger cities. The following map
represents the locations and types of stakeholders that were engaged.

1
Lane, T, Hicks, J, Memery, C & Thompson, B. (2015) Guide to Community-Owned Renewable Energy for Victorians. Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources,
Victorian Government, Melbourne. Available: https://www.business.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0007/1407751/Community
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MAP OF SITES VISITED

MAP KEY AND SITE ACTIVITIES
1

Wolfhagen

Community, utility, support agency interviews
and project site tours.
2
Saerbeck
Community, government, support agency
interviews and project site tours.
3
Hamburg
ENGO interview
4
Dardesheim
Government interview and project site tour.
5
Attervasch
Project site tour
6
Welzow
Project site tour
7
Freiburg
Community and support agency interviews and
project site tour.
8
Freiamt
Community interview and project site tour
9
Bruchmühlbach-Miesau
Community and ENGO interviews
10
Dusseldorf
ENGO interviews
11
Bonn
ENGO and industry interviews
12
Vienna
Government interview
13
Gussing
Community, politician, support agency,
industry and university interviews and project
site tours.
14
Aero Island
Community, government, support agency
interviews and project site tour
15
Ringkobing
Community, politician, government, support
agency, ENGO interviews and project site tour
16
Thisted
Community and ENGO interviews and project
					site tour
17
Aarhus
Community interview
18
Samso
Community and support agency interviews,
project site tours and workshops
19
Copenhagen
Politician and Government interviews and
project site tour
20
Malmo
Politician and Government interview, project
					site tour and conference
21
Gotland
Community, support agency, industry
interviews and project site tours
22
Kassel
Support agency and ENGO interviews
23
Manchester
Community, support agency and ENGO
interviews, conference
24
Stockport
Project site tour
25
Exeter
Support agency and ENGO interviews
26
Totnes
Community interviews and project site tour
27
Plymouth
Government interview
28
Penzance
Community, support agency and ENGO
					interviews
29
London
Support agency interviews
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BEST PRACTICE
FRAMEWORKS AND
METHODOLOGIES FOR
ZERO-NET ENERGY

“We need a lot of people to make it happen. So the only way
to achieve a 100% renewable energy is by building a broad
movement and engaging people and giving them the opportunity to
benefit and participate themselves. This is the fastest and the most
efficient and actually the only sustainable way to reach 100%
renewable energy.”
Anna Leidreiter, World Future Council

SCALES OF TRANSITION
When considering the scales of
transition from the locations visited,
it was apparent that there was clear
demarcation between the roles that
differing scaled communities play.
In particular, the role of the village
as compared to the island, city and
region. The accordance of the smaller
scale villages and islands with being
ICES was more apparent. The four
roles are explored below.
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THE ROLE OF THE VILLAGE
The role of the village was exemplified across many of the
communities I visited, in particular, two villages were of
interest due to their ongoing innovative approach and their
position as ‘Lighthouse Communities’. Both communities
it should be noted, have bought back their own grid which
delivers significant co-benefits.
On the role of the village Stefan Gsänger from the World Wind
Energy Association stated:
“In making renewable energy and 100% renewable the
new normal, this can only work if it is based on a bottom
up process. There are technical reasons for that as well
as social and economic reasons. Small and local can get
there quickest and benefit and push for it.”
Some interviewees commented about the ‘Lighthouse
Communities’ and their importance however that it is equally
important to also focus on the aspects of them that are
replicable and  how the lighthouse communities can expand
to cover their district. Jan Dobertin from the German National
Renewable Energy Association:
“For example, the district of Steinfurt, where Saerbeck
is, that’s an interesting region, and we need it to get to
the level of the village of Saerbeck. Also for other regions
to get there, to be example districts that also have a
strategy, a general approach. That must be our duty over
the coming years, for this expansion.”
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SAERBECK CASE STUDY
STATUS = 350% RENEWABLE
TARGET:
In 2008 it was to become energy self-sufficient by 2030. However, they had
already become energy exporters by 2014.  Current strategies are working on
transforming the local heating system and green mobility sector. The municipality
and local community co-own the local grid infrastructure.

KEY ACTIVITIES TO MEET TARGET:

400 solar photovoltaic (PV) systems on residential homes. In 4 years the
community transformed a 222 acred former ammunition depot into an energy
park. Now with 29MW capacity, the Bionenergy Park hosts 7 wind turbines, 2
biogas plants and 6MW solar on the army ammunition shelters. On site, the solar
and one turbine are owned by a local energy cooperative, the biogas plant is run
by a cooperative of local farmers, The municipality invested in another turbine
and the balance were other local sophisticated investors and bank debt. The
land was bought by the municipality and was situated 1.5 miles from the village
centre. The biogas plant has a direct line to 400 households, the balance of
infrastructure feeds into the grid. There is a range of co-products that have been
developed such as fertilisers.

“In 2008, there was a competition between the 96 communities in our
state to be the Climate Community and make an integrated climate
protection plan. We started with the idea for 150 activities, within 7
fields of action, and one aim to be self sufficient in renewable energy in
the year 2013. To win the competition we put forward 3 lead projects,
the Bioenergy Park concept was the main one. To change the bunkers
to PV, wind, biomass. We needed to buy the land first and then get
started.”
- Saerbeck Mayor Wilifred Roos

7,200

&

&

= 29MW
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“Our first community-owned project was the local gymnasium, it was
€500,000 project and we hoped the local community would like to invest
at a minimum of €1,000, and they did. So next we did the solar on the
bunkers, it was €9,200,000, we didn’t think it was possible to do it just
with Saerbeck inhabitants, but everyone loved the idea and there was
enough money from 400 local investors. Then next was the windmills
there as well €5,200,000 450 locals invested nearly €10,000 each. They
just said ‘we will do this’.”
- Saerbeck Mayor Wilifred Roos

Importantly, they have a well integrated social impact strategy, which includes
employing 35 local disabled people on site to undertake maintenance activities,
out of 80 new jobs created, as well as a education centre for schools and
universities which includes a research base of Munster University of Applied
Sciences. In regards to the job creation Project Manager Guido Wallraven stated:

“We already replaced the 80 Germany Army armed employees that were
on the site through the 80s and 90s until the site was abandoned, with
80 new renewable jobs 20 years later. Then there are many indirect
jobs.”
The new projects at the Bioenergy Park is storage trials with different
technologies, power to gas to make hydrogen, lithium battery, and two other
storage models to see which is most effective. The trial will go for 2 years as a
pilot, to work out which mix of technologies and demand management can enable
a match with the local generation and consumption.
Saerbeck implemented a 24 hour trial for German television to see if the local
community would respond to using the energy when it was available so there was
no net export, it was very successful. They also described a future plan for every
household to have a battery and also to utilise their EVs as batteries. Mobility is a
huge issue given it is a rural area and people need a car to get around, there is a
project in development for a solar car sharing service, so that instead of families
having two to three cars, they instead opt for one individually and have access to
car sharing for the balance.
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WOLFHAGEN CASE STUDY
STATUS = 120% RENEWABLE
TARGET: 100% BY 2015
KEY ACTIVITIES TO MEET TARGET:
The municipality bought the grid back in 2007 so there was a driver for local
generation. A community co-operative then invested into the grid for 25%
equity. This pushed up the value of the utility due to the community support
and the income meant that there was funds for securitising the 12MW wind
farm and the 10MW solar farm. The utility provides significant earnings per year
for the township. The utility was responsible for developing the wind and solar
farms. There is a strong focus on transparency and public engagement which is
especially important given the interconnections that exist across the projects and
systems. Pivotal activities to engage the community on the target and strategy
were public hall meetings held twice with over 300 attendees at each.

“We founded an organisation called Climate Offensive to gather citizens
interested in this topic to think about what Wolfhagen could do to show
responsibility and take part in the transition to alternative energy and
reduce CO2 emissions. What is practical? What’s the resource potential?
This was the first step. The second step was to put this idea to the local
government politicians and suggested a roadmap and political decision.
This decision to go 100% renewable by 2015 in 2008 was totally
supported by all local politicians, with the aim of not having to import
from the national grid.”
- Iris Degenhardt-Meister, Chair of the Citizen Energy Cooperative
Wolfhagen ( BEG Wolfhagen eG)

12,800

10MW

Support agencies provided a pivotal role in guiding the community group. They
were paid by the uitlity as independant support. Iris Degenhardt-Meister also
stated:

“It was good to have outsiders, as they pushed us, I would have said
I don’t think I can be Chair but they would suggest me and give me
the criteria. They helped all of us get to know each other and took us
along a year long process whilst the politicians took time to make the
decisions.”
The rate of return for the co-operative has fluctuated between 2.25-4% since
operations. The Energy Offensive is careful with members and says some years it
may be deferred. In the constitution there is a maximum of 6% return. They also
deliver a sophisticated benefit sharing model. Future projects that are being pilot
including demand management and variable tariffs.
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THE ROLE OF THE ISLAND

Island communities with their clear borders were also leaders
and innovators across Europe, two similar Danish Islands
were the highlights for me. Their transport emissions are
more acute due to the ferries that transport to and from the
mainland.
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ÆRØ CASE STUDY
STATUS = 120% RENEWABLE
TARGET: CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2025
Currently 120% renewable electricity by wind, 65% heating by solar thermal and
biomass. Current usage profile is 20% for electricity, 40% for transport, 40% for
heating. Grid connected to the mainland.

KEY ACTIVITIES TO MEET TARGET:
Arguably the first community-owned wind park in Denmark was built on Aerø
Island in 1985 by Aero Wind Energy, it was certainly the biggest at the time. The
11, 55kW turbines were owned by 128 local shareholders. They were dismantled
in 2002.
Today 6 wind turbines with a total capacity of 12MW replace these, they are
100% owned by 3 co-operatives made up of local people from the island.
Including a major stake by a local sustainability fund which pays for other green
initiatives with a budget of around 500,000DKK per annum. Current projects
include a guide for retrofitting existing houses and implementation. This work is
led by the Ærø Energy and Environment office.
Rune Smitd, the project manager there said:

“Even though we are changing our production of energy from fossil
fuels to renewables, still the best idea is not to use so much energy
as you have to pay for it. We also have a scheme where people can
apply to our fund to subsidise efficiency upgrades in their house.
New windows, insulation, we have grants for that. All the craftsmen

7,000

12MW

7%

are very important, they make the decisions for the households so
we work with them to find innovative products for them to use. We
do experiments as well, In one weekend we changed 7 cars from
diesel to grape seed oil as a pilot.”
Heating is provided by large scale solar thermal plants which are also integrated
with biomass projects to cover the winter period. There are 3 district heating
plants covering 65%. PV has been installed on 7% of roofs.
Rune also commented:

“Right now there are 35% of the buildings still on oil burners, so
we are trying to convince them to switch these burners to ground
source heat pumps or air to air source. It’s ok to heat up your
house with electricity when you have a lot of green electricity.”
For their last capital raising they worked with three local banks to provide loans to
the island inhabitants. The minimum share amount was 3,200DKK, with an 11%
deposit that the investor’s had to put down. The initiative was oversubscribed
with the average shareholding being 20,000DKK.
They have summer education programs with schools from the mainland as well
as guided tours for tourists to the island. The municipality provides a free office
space to the organisation so they effectively have a place for people to drop into.
Several years ago there was a pilot trial with EVs however the company that
supplied them from Norway went bankrupt and they weren’t able to be repaired.
This has created a lack of confidence in the local community around EVs and on
the island there are only 2-3 private EVs.
The ferry is the largest CO2 emitter at 18% from the diesel it takes to run. To
address this there is a current EU Horizon 2020 co-funded electric ferry project,
which began in 2015, the municipality came with a portion of the funding. The
municipality will take over the ferry once the testing phase is complete and will
also renovate the port and other infrastructure to house the ferry including the
transformer, charging station and a new barge.
Cecilia Larson from the municipality described the project:

“It is an innovation project, the purpose is to develop a prototype,
a best practice case of middle range, close to shore ferries. This
will go a longer distance than any other ferry, almost 4 times
longer than current e-ferries. The battery pack will be the biggest
in the world for maritime purpose, 4.3MW of battery storage. The
same as 40 Tesla S batteries. There will be trial period of 1.5 years,
25

to collect data until 2019, the local navigation schools will be
analysing it. The aim is to transform or switch the 3 other ferries
with e-ferries for the island into the future.”
When asked about the challenges she said:

“Innovation is unpredictable, our biggest challenge was the
battery pack. We have the batteries packs as independent units
on several racks so that we can reduce the breakdown risk. Fire
protection was also a major risk, we can’t have water sprayed
all over the batteries, but rather there will be targeted foam
delivered which can easily be cleaned. Lifetime analysis is also very
important, dependent on how the captain drives the ferry that will
also impact the lifetime.”
Future projects, are looking at flexible electricity demand using the surplus power
from wind turbines for district heating purposes as well as turning the office into
an education centre.
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SAMSØ CASE STUDY
STATUS = 100% RENEWABLE BY 2008
TARGET: 100% FOSSIL FUEL FREE BY 2030
The timing for my Fellowship was led in part by the existing request to be on
Samsø Island in June for a partnership program meeting. Søren Hermansen from
Samsø Island has been a wonderful mentor and friend over the past 5 years and
we now have a formal global alliance project called the Tentou Network. Søren
was in Australia earlier this year for a month tour which I organised, it included
being the keynote speaker at the National Community Energy Congress. I was
on the island for a week to undertake workshops and planning for the Tentou
Network.
Samsø Island is a very good example of a mature transition community, having
achieved their 100% renewable goal over a 10 year period, almost 10 years ago.
They are also an exemplar of a community in a constant innovation cycle. Their
Energy Academy hosts thousands of tourists over the year.

KEY ACTIVITIES TO MEET TARGET:
The Samsø Energy Academy, and in particular Søren Hermansen is world
renowned for their work assisting Samsø Island to transition to 100%
renewables.
Their process was a common one across the EU, they entered a competition to
have a blueprint done for their island and for staff salary to deliver the blueprint
and were successful in winning it in 1998. The island now boast 11 on shore
turbines which cover the electricity needs and a further 10 offshore wind turbines
to cover the transport and farming emissions. Three district heating plants supply
¾ of the heat to the houses on the island via biomass plants that are fed by local
straw from farming co-operatives. For the houses outside of the villages and
district heating pipelines they have their own small units.

4,000

Their current strategy is on 100% fossil free by 2030 and developing a circular
carbon economy. They already have significant uptake of EVs on the island with
the municipality facilitating a solar EV car sharing program.
Samsø is now entering what they define as Samsø 3.0 which is their Smart
Energy System phase. Pivotal to this will be a repowering phase for their wind
turbines. Including the 10 offshore wind turbines which were the first ones built
in Denmark. They are also innovating with a blockchain research project which
is distinctly looking at the repowering phase they are about to enter. The ferry
which is their largest polluter will be transformed to biogas for which they are
developing a new biomass project.
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THE ROLE OF THE CITY
Cities are crucial to meeting the targets set in Paris 2015 as
by 2050 it is forecast that 2/3 of the world’s populations will
live in cities.
Jan Dobertin stated:
“Renewing urban quarters is also a special task, we have
rural and also urban areas, with high energy demand,
old buildings, it is difficult to retrofit the cities. We need
to make good experiences and roll it out more broadly.
In German cities there is a community based approach
to retrofitting occurring, street by street with a focus on
quarters.”
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VAUBAN IN FREIBURG CASE STUDY
STATUS = 65% OF ENERGY NEEDS PRODUCED WITHIN
THE QUARTER
TARGET: ZERO-EMISSIONS BY 2050
KEY ACTIVITIES TO MEET TARGET:
Freiburg has an eco-district called Vauban which historically was an army barrack
area that was transformed into an eco-district via a visionary plan. Green park
areas, communal areas for working, markets and cafes are features.
The barracks were left and renovated into social housing and student housing
managed by a co-housing co-operative. Throughout the broader quarter
there are 250 apartments managed by small co-housing co-operatives. Social
innovation has been a target including a housing co-op for disabled people and
another for aged people.
It is called the ‘City of the Short Way’ with schools, doctors etc all available within
the quarter. It has been a long journey to build the quarter, with the first living
space built in 1998 and the last one on the plan finalised in 2017. This is now
being replicated and the lessons learnt implemented throughout eco-districts 2,3
and 4 which are currently being implemented elsewhere in Freiburg.

6,000

Maia, a journalist who lives there stated:

“How was this achieved? We have a lot of highly energy efficient
buildings, plus energy buildings that are turned south with solar
panels, zero-emissions passive building as well. But this was done
in the 90s so the technology would be even better if done now.
Green mobility was another strategy. We have many alternatives
to cars. There are very few cars here, many streets are closed so
there is no through crossing. The maximum speed is 5kms per
hour, there is no parking on the street. This is a deterrent. People
who live here know it is much better for a high life quality. We are
in a very dense district and there is much more space.”
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COPENHAGEN CASE STUDY
STATUS = ON TRACK TO MEET TARGET IN 2025
TARGET: CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2025
KEY ACTIVITIES TO MEET TARGET:
The City of Copenhagen has already reduced its carbon footprint by one billion
tonnes of CO2 since 2005 and is on track to reduce another 1.3 billion by 2025.
Their iterative strategy is formed around a holistic target that encompasses four
pillars:
●
Energy consumption
●
Energy production
●
Mobility
●
City Administration initiatives
Underneath these pillars, there are initiatives set every three years, in this current
cycle there are 60 active initiatives. There is a strong energy efficiency program
focused on retrofitting for commercial and residential buildings. Pivotal to this has
been the business case development for energy efficiency and a target of 11.3
million square metres by 2025.
For the city administration, they are leading by example, with targets around new
planning frameworks for buildings, solar on municipal sites, halving street light
energy consumption and all vehicles running on new fuels etc.
Innovative aspects are around Copenhagen becoming a SMART city for heat and
electricity consumption data - inclusive of an innovative framework for cruise
ships when they dock at Copenhagen and utilise services.

584,000
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The Climate Plan has put a numerical value on the job creation from this strategy,
it is projected at 30,000 full time equivalents.
The electricity production is based on wind, biomass, geothermal and waste.
Copenhagen has a rarget of being a net energy exporter and of meeting the
city needs throughout a 24 hour period to utilise the generation. Community
ownership is included in the strategy.
The ‘City of Cyclists’ program has been very successful. There are targets of 75%
trips by foot, bike or public transport by 2025 and 30% of small vehicles and
40% of large vehicles to run on new fuels.
Within the presentation by the city administration, it emerged that there is a
tension with federal policies, in the case of EVs. For several years, there was
a large boom in EVs as they were tax exempt, however the new tax has been
applied, resulting in low take up and a movement towards other fuel options than
electricity for car conversions.

THE ROLE OF THE REGION

The role of regional approaches as a future strategy
emerged throughout many of the interviews, however,
this was reflected to be very complex to implement. This
is especially relevant in terms of replicating success and
bringing less engaged or less capable nearby communities
along on the journey. Learnings for Australia are that while
the individual villages, islands and cities need to have strong
targets, blueprints and activities, there needs to be a level of
coordination and shared strategy across the regions. Many
interviewees also stated that while it is important to have
this level of coordination it is equally important not to make
the transition a top down approach. In some examples, when
what had worked in a village was attempted to be replicated
more broadly it lost community support because it wasn’t
coming from the people or designed for the local context.
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THE PROCESS OF
ZERO-NET ENERGY
Some of the high level learnings which will be explored across the report are:
●
The role of setting targets and having a localised community blueprint
●
The role of lighthouse communities as well as regional approaches
●
The process of zero-net energy
●
Existing renewable energy generator risk when saturation of the market
occurs
●
The role that biomass and bioenergy plays in the European energy
transition
●
Communities can take back the power - transitioning older generators into
community assets
●
How technology is changing the game
●
The social risk of high renewable penetration if community benefits aren’t
fundamental to each project
●
The role of municipality frameworks for planning in stimulating community
energy

FRAMEWORKS
There was a strong consideration amongst the communities visited that setting
renewable energy targets was the low hanging fruit for a communities’ transition.
The next steps were developing blueprints, forming and energy roundtable and
monitoring and evaluation processes to deliver on these targets. Key to this was
having committed and paid individuals with the mandate to deliver this or the
ability to fund external experts to deliver to alongside a volunteer group.
Once targets have been met, communities are well equipped to move into
e-mobility and other sectors. Given the current innovations and lowering of costs
of these other sectors, there is a large opportunity for Australian communities to
leapfrog this process and look to address all sectors simultaneously.
Identifying proudly and having supporting language for the transition was also a
trend in communities. Self-identifying and promoting as Lighthouse Communities
and Climate Communities was a common thread.
In regards to delivering the blueprints, within Germany there was a federally
funded program for district level Climate Protection Plans which helped to
catalyse a lot of the activities. These are all in line with the Paris goals and the
national strategy of Energy Autonomy 2050.
Jan Dobertin from the National Renewable Energy Agency in Germany commented
on communities with such a strategy in place:

“It is very important to have such a strategy, often they want to realise
a lot of community power including wind parks, but also solar, biogas.
My experience is that the acceptance is very high in these areas.
Because everyone sees the projects and has in mind that it is part of
this broader strategy from the whole district.”
The following frameworks emerged as ones that are being readily utilised in
community and have replicability potential.
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BUILDING BLOCKS OF WFC
The World Future Council after years of running the Go 100% RE campaign has
formalised a framework from analysis of existing transition communities. The
Building Blocks framework was described by Anna Leidreiter of the WFC1:

“A lot of communities, regions and cities are doing the 100%
renewable transition already and they are working on that. But
they need a methodology to evaluate progress and to really know
where they are and compare themselves with others to really
measure success.
We have come up with a methodology with the building blocks
that speaks to both of these kind of target groups the learners
and those who are already doing it and have a methodology that
really motivates people to start doing this work. So the idea now is
to have these ten building blocks that we came up with and have
within each building block have different elements or different
policy areas that can be customised and can be really shaped in a
local and local context.”
World Future Council promotes the following focus areas as the building blocks:
●
Activate local resource potential
●
Develop the 100% RE blueprint
●
Formalise aims and functions
●
Promote energy conservation and efficiency
●
Increase and integrate RE across sectors
●
Identify financial resources
●
Support decentralisation and inclusion
●
Nurture vertical and horizontal cooperation and integration
●
Promote knowledge generation and capacity building
●
Engage in networks

1

http://www.go100re.net/the-campaign/building-blocks/

THE PROCESS FOR RINKØBING-SKJERN
TARGET: 100% RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY BY 2020,
FOSSIL FUEL FREE BY 2035
STATUS = REACHED 60% OF TARGET IN 2016
In regards to a municipality delivering a localised strategy, one of the most
comprehensive and well engaged processes was in Ringkøbing-Skjern
Municipality. The process they have been undertaking is listed below.

KEY PROCESS STEPS TO MEET TARGET:
Formation of the Energy Council is what the municipality refers to as the ‘Heart of
Energy 2020’. The Energy Council is made up of 14 local representatives across
the breadth of ENGO’s, industry, regional government, local government staff and
politicians, local sustainability groups, local business and citizens. The Energy
Council is responsible for establishing partnerships to accelerate the strategy
and in particular to ensure the developments are locally procured, owned and
with benefits for the local community. The members of the Energy Council are
expected to act as community ambassadors for the Energy2020 strategy.
The municipality has also established a supportive Energy Secretariat made up
of municipality staff who have the mandate to coordinate and facilitate the work.
Further, it is responsible for marketing and communicating the strategy as well as
the monitoring and evaluation of the targets as the strategy progresses.
The Energy Council is responsible for establishing working groups on the focus
areas of the policy Energy2020. The Energy Secretariat also participates in
the working groups as may other external stakeholder where appropriate. The

7,000 IN TOWN, 57,000 IN MUNICIPALITY
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working group participation is voluntary, and reports to the Energy Council twice
a year.  The principles for the working groups are dialogue, dynamic and flexibility.
There is a strong focus on community ownership and benefit throughout the
activities carried out, as well as profits feeding into a local benefit fund.
To deliver and monitor the activities, an Action Plan has been established as a
living document that is constantly updated, with clear targets and focus areas.
The Action Plan is well consulted and socialised with the local community,
stakeholder workshops are held to ensure local support is there.
The Focus Areas of the Strategy are:
1.
Energy consumption in housing and leisure accommodation
2.
Industry and agriculture
3.
Transport
4.
District heating
5.
Individual heating
6.
Wind Power
7.
Solar
8.
Local biomass production
9.
Biogas
10.
The Municipality’s contribution to Energy2020
11.
Communication and dissemination of Energy2020
12.
Green entrepreneurship and business growth
13.
Energy tourism

TOTNES LOCAL ECONOMIC BLUEPRINT APPROACH
Within Totnes in the UK, zero-net energy has been integrated into an economy
framework The Local Economic Blueprint approach. This approach which is
around a whole of community-led economic development strategy with a strong
theme of relocalisation. Modelled in Totnes originally and then replicated in
Brixton, Bridport and Herefordshire. It is a more holistic way of approaching CE –
renewables will always play a portional role in this approach.
Their steps are outlined below:
1.
Assemble your economic blueprint team
2.
Write a project plan
3.
Identify community and economic leaders and create a stakeholder group
4.
Hold a workshop to create a shared vision
5.
Decide which economic sectors to cover
6.
Plan your research methodology
7.
Undertake research
8.
Write the report
9.
Present your finding and call to action
Jay Tompt from Reconomy Totnes said:

“We are trying to do things to create opportunities for people to
have their needs met, whether it is inside the market system or
outside and opportunities for young people and we have been at
it for six years now. The economic blueprint was one of the first
things we did, we wanted to know what we had to work with, what
did the local economy look like?”
He then described this process:

“The way we started was we assembled a bunch of community
leaders together, so the district and town council, local schools
and non-profits and said ‘we don’t think the economy is working
for us, what would we all really like to see for our local economy?’.
We then came up with a shared vision statement, generally it was
about having their needs met and raising the well-being of the
town. This was a learning journey. Then we studied four sectors
of the economy that we thought were important for sustainability:
food, renewable energy, retrofitting, health and care. We did the
research, we had credibility and we were able to influence the
people in the town as well as those who had influence on policy. It
then set the stage for a range of things that we wanted to do.”
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THE IMPORTANCE OF NARRATIVE
Anna Leidreiter from the WFC stated:

“the 100% renewable transition is a paradigm shift, it questions
the establishment, monopolies, oligarchies that have been set
up for many years and their power structures both in the energy
as well as political systems. Therefore building a narrative that
engages many people and new stakeholders that have not been
part of the energy market thus far is really, really key. So at the
end of the day the energy transition is about political will and not
about technology or money and political will is only built with the
right compelling and attractive narrative that that speaks to people
and to a diverse group of stakeholders.”

GOVERNANCE
There was a level of uniformity across the communities in terms of approaches
to governance and legal frameworks. All communities recognised the need
to alleviate the burden on community volunteers and address the element of
longevity that CE project generally bear. Minimising and streamlining processes
was of key importance. But also being of scale to justify the administrative
activities. Co-operatives, trusts and companies were the common ownership
structures as in Australia. However, some countries have much better regulatory
rules within these frameworks to serve CE projects.
Changes in government legislation have impacted the frameworks that CEprojects
operate under. In the UK there has been a move from the Industrial and
Provenance Society to the Community Benefit Society.  The Community Benefit
Society legal framework is the most popular across the sites visited. It operates
as a co-operative with the one member one vote democratic principle. For CE
groups, they are commonly developing multiple project simultaneously under the
same umbrella and the same board, in justifying this approach Ian Bright from
TRESOC stated:

“How many AGMs do you really want to have? A community just
can’t do it”.
For the Wolfhagen example the community co-operative has a 25% stake in the
local grid, wind farm and solar farm with the majority owned by the municipality.
Iris Degenhardt-Meister stated:

“Therefore we have a seat on the controlling group of the
municipal grid to ensure the operations of the utility and the
influence to direct. Of course there is a manager who doesn’t have
to ask for every decision, but the strategy is decided in this group.”
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LEADERSHIP AND INNOVATION
Several zero-net energy communities visited were clearly in a process of
continuous innovation whereas others seemed to have had their peak moment
and were very dated and struggling to modernise. Samsø Energy Academy and
the work of Søren Hermansen and Malene Lunden in particular was palpable.
Whilst at the Energy Academy, there was simultaneously occurring arts programs,
food programs, biodiversity programs, whilst international visitors from all over
the globe were visiting. One evening we had dinner with a group of Russian
visitors, another night with over 20 nationalities at a group function. New
programs to reimagine the energy transition as Samsø 3.0 provided interesting
insights.
A theme of certain distinct leaders, whether they be from the CE organisation
(both technical and non-technical) or from local government (both staff and
politicians) appeared to be pivotal in the transition process.
Iris Degenhardt-Meister iterated this in relation to Wolfhagen’s transition:

“You need characters with the vision. We had Martin Rhule. He
always had the ideas for how it could be and how to be brave
enough to risk money for getting external advice without knowing
if it would have a payback. He had the ability to stand up again
when it seemed often that all the plans would fail. We had times
when nothing was clear and we had invested already. He always
found ways to provide a pathway, a solution, and then stand up
again for it. That was his gift and to motivate the others. You need
the optimistic one. I am pessimistic, but when you have someone
who says come on, it’s possible we will do it together, then it can
happen.”
Jan Dobertin reflected on Wilifred Roos Mayor of Saerbeck:

“You also need special people, without him being mayor for 20
years would you have seen that transition in Saerbeck? I don’t
believe so.”
Guido Wallraven also commented on Mayor Roos stating:

“In 2008, Wilifred said at the beginning of the competition ‘I
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don’t just want to participate, I want to win it’. So it pushed us, the
project team to be really ambitious and that’s what we did.”
When I asked Mayor Roos what was his drive to win this, he stated

“I have two grandchildren, in 2008 they were just born and I just
always think about what will their life be when they are as old as
me. It was clear we are a rural district, there is biomass, wind,
solar, we can do it.”
Saerbeck in particular was a community that was in a continuous innovation
cycle. It is a whole of system approach. Guido Wallraven stated

“For us it is electricity, heat and mobility. We are still going,
there are still more projects. We have projects now that we never
imagined in 2008 when we started. It’s very interesting to find
solutions to questions here, that are happening all around the
world. Regarding heat and mobility there is still work to be done.
Bioenergy Park is not the completion of the Climate Community,
rather it is the very beginning. This was a very important message
for the community of Saerbeck that this one big project was just
one of many things.”
For Saerbeck, during the Bioenergy Park development, around half of the elected
Councillors for the Municipality were volunteering on the project alongside their
normal work. Guido Wallraven commented

“This was a very intense time, but everyone was engaged,
everyone wanted to be a part of it, to see it become a reality. So
they worked hard for it.”
A leader in regards to wind education throughout Sweden is Tore Wizelius.
Journalist turned project developer, author and teacher he established the first
renewable energy course for Gotland University. He has created significant
linkages with the agricultural sector and renewable energy industry, local
government and community ownership.  Tore stated

“According to my view, wind power is a farmer’s business, the
farmer has land, the wind. Instead of some company coming and
renting land to build wind turbines he could do it himself.”
A common thread was also the prevalence of the fact that many of the leaders
were not technically trained as engineers, but rather they were multiskilled people
who had the capacity to get things done.
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KEY CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS FOR
ZERO-NET ENERGY
TRANSITIONS

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT AND POLICY
“We have communities, cities, regions, islands even countries
setting 100% RE targets. the movement is expanding and it’s
growing rapidly. The next step now is to implement these targets in
a way that it boosts sustainable development and that we ensure
that the transition to 100% renewable energy actually benefits the
people. So for that we need the right policy framework.”
- Anna Leidreiter, World Futures Council
The strong interrelation between government, policy settings and the speed at
which a community can transition was consistently present throughout all of
the communities visited. This section will explore some interesting examples of
positive and negative impacts of government and policy.
Stephan Shurig from the WFC discussed the importance of

“having political leadership by setting an ambitious target for
renewable energy, there can be no other target than 100 percent.
Germany has marched from 3% to 30% renewable electricity
share only within 12 years or so and certainly the main reason
for that is the political conditions. We have the feed-in-tariff here,
the German Renewable Energy Act, but it was also the political
leadership by the different authorities in the different jurisdictions
that said we want to work we want to go to 100% and there are
more than 10 million people represented now in regions that have
et 100% renewable energy target and a target exhibits political
leadership.”
In Germany from the people interviewed it was clear that there was a negative
push back on the historically high feed-in-tariff (FiT) for solar PV. In years 20102012 in Germany there was around 800MW of roof-top solar developed.
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“Solar power got a bad image. It was a mistake by the solar
interest lobby. We had acceptance issues because the FiT pushed
up the retail electricity price for consumers. If we had of realised
half the amount of solar in that period, by now the prices are
cheaper, the same amount would be built and we wouldn’t have the
same acceptance issues.”
-Jan Dobertin from LEE-NRW.
Within the countries visited, there was a strong message around the next stage of
community energy being subsidy free and what that meant for applicable models.
This conversation is also at a crisis point for some projects and technologies.
Within Austria the lack of a delivered follow up framework once the FiT term ran
out has had a significant impact on community-scale biomass projects. The FiT
this year was at the end of a 13 year cycle and went from a high FiT to only 2c per
kWh. Many community scale projects whilst I was there, are having to volunteer
their feedstock and their time to keep the facilities going while they lobby for a
new FiT that will ensure they can be cost neutral.
The impact of auctions on CE was also noted by many interviewees. Jan Dobertin
noted:

“From the auctions the trajectory is not very positive. The
community energy projects will go down. However communitydeveloper partnerships will increase. You have to do it
professionally, it is very complex, so I think it is the end of 100%
led and owned community wind.”

WHAT IS POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORTIVE SYSTEMS?
For an example of supportive policy and a complimentary program to stimulate
zero-net energy communities, the most consistent that I visited was in Austria
with the Austrian Model Climate Communities Program. It is a similar model to
the recently established Pilot Community Power Hub Program of Sustainability
Victoria.
The program is now 10 years old and has managed significant outcomes on
a region by region approach. The whole portfolio is funded by the Austrian
Government to the amount of €100,000,000 per annum. The major project is
the Climate and Energy Model Regions, which now spreads across 91 regions of a
population scale <60,000 and covers 811 municipalities (in combination with 32
smart cities).
The head of the program, Christoph Wolfsegger from Klimafond stated

“What we did originally in 2008 when setting up the program is we
saw there were some regions that were getting a lot done, where
there was a lot of bottom up grassroots activity and others where
there wasn’t activity. So we brought together five of the leading
communities to a workshop and asked them ‘why, why are things
happening in your community’? The two answers they all gave
were really simple. The first was ‘we have a plan, a concept, an
energy plan, we have mapped our potentials, developed strategies
and concrete outcomes we want in the coming years and
politicians committed to that’. To that we said ‘well it can’t just be
that, lots of places have plans and concepts but aren’t delivering’.
So the second answer they gave was that you need to have
someone in place, even just have one person with the mandate.
We called that person the ‘Guard of the Drawer’, they are the ones
that make sure the plans, the reports, that they don’t end up in the
drawer.”
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Out of these two answers the program was established. The plan and strategy
delivery and the local focus – one FTE employed point of contact who oversees
the implementation projects from the action plan and monitors the outcomes. The
program gives €200,000 per two year cycle for a staff member and feasibility
studies. The idea is not to fund big infrastructure projects, but rather to get them
ready for funding as Christophe explained

“The problem is not the funding, there are subsidies and private
money, the problem is there are not enough projects, not enough
awareness, not enough willingness to do things. So the program is
about creating projects that can then go to existing funds.”
The program has a broader focus than energy and 16 are already 100%
renewable. In regards to capacity project, the group of employees across the 91
regions come together three times a year to share and learn from each other.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE SUPPORT DISAPPEARS?
The UK CE sector in particular, is now existing in a very constrained political
environment. The projects they can now deliver are limited so there is more focus
on behind-the-meter projects and ensuring the cheapest procurement rates from
installers. This has hit the sector hard, within the region of Cornwall, over a period
of 18 months since the 2015 elections the local movement went from 19 active
groups developing projects to three.
Neil Farrington from Cornwall Community Power stated

“One thing that was particularly advantageous was preaccreditation. So you could effectively apply to the FiT program,
fix your tariff, and had a year to develop projects. We also used
to be able to receive tax relief via the Enterprise Investment
Scheme, people got 30% back. Also planning policy changed,
ministerial statements were released that effectively stopped on
shore wind and solar development. Consequently the groups have
disappeared.”
An interesting trend that is starting to occur in the UK given that the ability to
deliver mid to large-scale CE projects is hamstrung by the reduction of support
mechanisms, is the movement to buy out already operating commercial projects.
This is underway with several sites at age of 5-10 years. With reduced subsidies,
they have largely played their role for commercial interests and the rate of return
is now reduced. Community investors have an appetite for lower rates of return
but also in redesigning the projects for local job and community asset creation.
Important to this redesign is a transition process whereby the ownership and
asset management changeover to the community group occurs over a time period
of around 12 months so the capacity to step into the roles can be built.
Throughout the people I met there was a common theme that government
constriction does unlock innovation. Within the UK, Jodie Giles from RegenSW
stated

“It’s been quite a turbulent time politically and it’s probably fair
to say that CE isn’t really politically supported very well in this
country. Regardless of that, the communities that we’re working
with are getting on with it. And not only are they getting on with
it they’re kind of innovating and finding new business models
and new ways of working and coming up with new ideas and
new solutions that will really help the future of not only how
we generate energy but how we manage, distribute and supply
electricity in this country.”
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HOW DO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS PLAY A ROLE?
The variability of local government leadership was vast. One municipal policy that
is simple, effective and being successfully implemented is the Energy2020 Policy
of Ringkøbing-Skjern Municipality in Denmark.
The municipality established a high level policy with four objectives covering:
1.
2.
3.
4.

By 2020 100% renewable using only local renewable energy sources
By 2020 have a heat supply 100% based on renewable energy
By 2020 all housing, business and transport stock to have implemented
energy efficiency measures
To create business growth and value for citizens.

Municipality specific frameworks for planning and development was also an
emergent theme.
In regards to the local planning frameworks in Germany, the National Association
of Renewable Energies’ Jan Dobertin explained how it is more about setting the
tone for the type, scale and quality of renewable development

“It is very difficult for municipalities to set their own planning
framework in a formal way but they can deal with it and they
are, in an informal way. There are issues with municipalities who
don’t want projects and communities that do who try to create an
atmosphere for good planning. This is especially relevant for wind
and solar projects with a large footprint.”
Development guidelines are emerging out of the State of North-West Rhinephalia,
they had been proven in municipalities and there is work occurring for how to
embed them regionally. However, this in complex as it is context specific. In
particular, there is a focus on community ownership and participation and local
procurement across the guidelines.
Saerbeck is located with the Steinfurt County and they have delivered a criteria
with the aim to foster and incentivise community wind, and reported that all future
developments after the criteria was passed, have complied with the criteria thus
far.

Community Wind guidelines of Steinfurt County :
1. Inclusive stakeholder process/consultation: land owners, local residents,
farmers, citizens,  municipalities
2. Participation opportunities and compensation payments also for indirectly
affected land owners, residents and other stakeholders
3. Guarantee of a financial and conceptual participation of citizens: minimum
equity share of 25%in the hands of individual, local residents (not from the
group of land owners)
4. Avoidance of majority shares of individual/institutional owners
5. Low minimum shares of roughly 1,000 Euro
6. Inclusion of local/regional municipal public utilities as marketing partners
7. Inclusion of regional banks as financing partners for debt capital and
investment share
In Cornwall UK this is also occurring with municipality renewable energy
planning advice to proponents. They are detailing expectations around different
technologies. For solar developments they recommend agricultural solar with
grazing, ecological enhancement of the landscape through biodiversity activities,
and include visitor attraction and education facilities.
Dobertin also described that within Germany there is a historic trend for regions
to identify and prioritise renewable energy development area. On a state level
there has been a requirement for 6,000 hectares to be set aside for renewable
prioritisation. Areas such as Munsterland have set aside 8,000, so gone beyond
the state development plan requirement.
A common allocation of land for solar and wind development is currently 1.6%
of a municipality, which is then prioritised for renewable development with other
development unable to proceed.
There was also a few examples of municipality being at odds with national policy.
The community of Dardesheim, with 4,000 inhabitants, is a testing area for
Vestas turbines and 4000% renewable. The wind power testing site is located on
a hill overlooking and very close to the local village. Many of the current turbines
will need to be repowered in the coming years which would be very lucrative for
the local community. However the national set back laws have changed to 1000
metres, which means a lot of the turbines will not be able to be repowered under
the current legislation. The local community and municipality is now having to
lobby for exemptions under this legislation.
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MARKET FAILURE OR POLITICAL FAILURE?
Within Sweden, there is an emerging trend of community wind farms heading
towards bankruptcy due to saturation in the market of renewable energy
certificates and the subsequent market price fall.
For the initial 10 years of the mechanism the market was robust. However, in
2011 the market began to fall and quickly went below the income needed for
maintenance and operations. Some community retail investors have weathered
the storm, hoping for an increase, however others have decided to sell out to
large scale utilities, for a fraction of their investment.
Earlier in 2017 the price fell to an all-time low and then stabilised a little higher.
Community investors continue to lose money and are struggling to find a
resolution. There is significant community anger around feeling burned by the
government and wind developers. The government currently doesn’t have it on its
political agenda and state that it is the market that is responsible.
There is an additional tension existing with existing nuclear power plants which
could be ramped down to salvage the wind and broader renewables industry.
However, the government is not moving this forward. No new wind development is
being built currently, the government is trying to stimulate new projects.
There is a proposal to reintroduce minimum pricing on the certificates which
historically was there as the scheme was initiated.  Tore Wizelius stated
“From the wind developer point of view, we don’t want to change the support
system, we have done it a few times and they have also done it in Denmark. That
means everything is a standstill for three years because no one knows how to
make the economic calculations.

“These minimum prices could be adjusted for wind power plants
built in different years, based on the average investment cost per
produced kWh for each year. This would eliminate the so called
technical risk – the fact that prices of wind turbines get lower for
each year. Which is the cause of the problems wind power owners
face today. These payments would be paid retrospectively.”

Frederik Lindahl a wind farm owner stated

“We have seen tremendous growth in wind in Sweden and the
fundamental problem is that in developed countries we already
have the power that we need and we need to switch that to
renewables. During this transition none of the fossil fuel plants
want to close down and we have too much energy on the market.
At the moment in Sweden a lot of the investors are smaller players
and they are suffering, the price is pushed down too much. If you
are making a policy and you want stability for renewable you
have to look at the small players. If you set up legislation for the
small players you will always have room for the big players. If you
only design it for the big utilities you will lose public participation
and acceptance. There are projects right now that are struggling
and the banks have come in and taken them from the community
owners and are trying to resell them at a much lower price. The
fossil lobby is really strong and they are getting their way.”
Jeanette Lindeblad from the Swedish Wind Association also discussed the
mismatch between what is happening with old projects going bankrupt whilst
there is a push for more wind development

“We are currently in a crisis in Sweden and the big question for the
government is ‘why should we save the small players?’ ‘What is the
incentive to save them?’ We have to help the pioneers that invested
early. The owners are trying to get their voices heard. One solution
is that you close the system down and start a new one or create a
minimum certificate price.”
For Tore Wizelius the current crisis is further impacted as

“There is hardly any support for community power from any
political party, which is very strange.”
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THE ROLE OF PARTNERS
The role of partnerships is a way to bolster CE and enable it to progress during
a constricted policy environment. The range of partners and opportunities in the
countries visited also seemed to be shifting as industry, retailers, legal support
are now playing a strong role beside ENGOs and CE support agencies.
Jodie Giles from one such support agency RegenSW in the UK stated

“It’s becoming much less about generating electricity and much
more about local supply and balancing of the network at a local
level. So there are huge opportunities for communities in that
space. Because eventually we think there is going to be inevitable
revenue streams around that. So the partnerships around that
that are absolutely fundamental are partnerships with licenced
suppliers, distribution network operators, technology providers and
positive political relationships as well – at least at a local level.”
Legal firms are also playing a strong role in providing niche offerings for the
CE sector. Lux Nova Partners in the UK are one such emergent firm that offers
pro bono and at reduced costs legal support. With legal support, significant
innovations can be unlocked such as community:commercial split grid
connections.
In almost all of the communities visited, they had assistance with external CE
expert support agencies to help guide them on their journey. Scene Consulting
is one such support agency in the UK that provides support for all aspects
of community power consulting, including a platform for community capital
raising. Innovative offerings include planning risk assessment, grant assistance,
opportunity mapping, project management and and financial scenarios analysis.
Monitoring and evaluation had a strong role as well. Projects are mapping
the 100% transition and enabling learnings are REBUS Interreg Europe and
LOCARBO Interreg Europe. REBUS has a focus on partners from eight EU sites
developing Energy Renovation Paths with a focus on energy effiency in public
buildings. LOCARBO has a focus on improving policy instruments across the EU
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to stimulate innovation. Their program focus was on: regional/local analysis and
ambition setting; regional/local action plans; local living labs; good practices
inventory and networking activities across the partner groups.
The strong role that either CE supportive retailers or community-owned
retailers were playing in catalysing development was also a trend throughout
the communities visited. In particular, there were communities who owned their
own grids and thus had a localised energy product available such as Saerbeck
and Wolfhagen in Germany. Another example was Co-operative Energy in the UK
which supplies 400,000 customers with a primary focus on enabling community
energy expansion through power purchase agreements. They currently hold
40 PPAs, with an aim of providing customers with significant electricity costs
savings whilst providing good rates of return for community projects. They are
experimenting with 100% local renewable energy offerings.
Communities partnering up with industry as well as training or research and
development testing sites was also prevalent. Dardesheim was one such example
with Vestas as was the Nordic Folkecentre for Renewable Energy with small-scale
turbine manufacturers.

ON OPPOSITION
On opposition I wanted to explore a particular question of saturation of the
landscape in communities who have implemented 100% renewable strategies. I
was curious about if there was a landscape saturation threshold in these smaller
landscape with more dense populations that Australia. Further, I wanted to
understand the impact of community engagement, benefit sharing and community
ownership on this.
Stephan Gsanger from the World Wind Energy Association discussed the
necessity of 100% renewable villages as pivotal to the transition in regards to
social acceptance around the world. In the case of wind he stated

“When we looked into it and also in discussing with our partners
from all around the world it’s obvious that the type of ownership
has a decisive impact on whether people are happy with wind
farms or not or even pushing for more wind or not. We came
across more and more community wind as a common factor where
the communities see the wind farm as part of their life and they
of course don’t oppose it because they even earn money, it’s
part of the village landscape. When you have a context such as
international investors only, then that’s usually where the problems
are. So this is kind of the broad context.”
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SATURATION OF THE LANDSCAPE
The current opposition in Ringkøbing-Skern Municipality was the most interesting
case of opposition that I encountered.
Denmark is the originator of CE through community ownership of wind turbines
since the late 1970’s and as discussed earlier in the report, Ringkøbing has a
target of 100% renewable by 2022, with a strong track record of community
consultation in its transition. It is importantly the homeland of Vestas. Social
studies have shown that Vestas is directly connected to 20,000 local residents
through direct employment (2,000), supporting services and manufacturing and
also accounting for direct family members, from a population of 60,000. Despite
this huge presence, currently Ringkøbing is a hot spot for community opposition.
The municipality ran community stakeholder workshops and the overarching
feedback was that the region wanted to have large clusters of wind turbines
in select areas to result in less saturation of the landscape . The Ringkøbing
community selected designated areas for wind and solar development, this then
conflicted with federal targets. Although the community decided to not build an
offshore wind farm as it would impact the views of their fjord tourism and instead
selected land areas, the federal government then decided that they would build
an offshore wind farm in that spot. However, the offshore wind farm would not
contribute to the 100% target that Ringkøbing was working to achieve because
Copenhagen would be calculating it. This has created a lot of tension.
Three on-shore wind farms are currently up for planning permission which, if
built would take Ringkøbing to 100% renewable. Two of these have community
support and are being locally developed, considered to be well designed with
good local benefit sharing. The other wind farm is the point of conflict. The
Swedish utility Vattenfal is the developer who would also procure the electricity,
if it goes ahead it would become the largest wind farm in Denmark, adding 40
turbines to an existing 13. To deliver this project, Vattenfal has already bought 19
households and demolished them.

Leire Gorroño from the Nordic Folkecentre for Renewables has been supporting
the community to navigate a solution to the opposition

“The rules of the game changed a lot when the technology became
a lot more profitable, nowadays we can see the major trend is
commercial developers with big players. Big players like Vattenfall
sometimes have an approach that goes completely against the
interests of the local communities, in this case they have decided
that in order to have a bigger wind farm the answer is to buy out
and demolish 19 households. For a small rural community with
1,800 inhabitants within 4.5kms of the wind farm, the fact that
19 households have been bought and Vattenfall has options with
other households if the project goes ahead, it creates a massive
impact for the local school and local business. This is where the
local resistance comes from. Vattenfall has advertised this as a
win-win, with happy sellers satisfied with the offers. They are also
advertising it as 45.6% locally owned, however there are two
farmers that are known and then six more that are unknown who
will take 26.5%. The balance is because of the government law
that 20% of shares must be offered locally. However the price of
those shares are over the market prices and won’t be taken up.”

The community has put forward a solution: less turbines to remove the risk of
further displacement and genuine community ownership - that 20% be owned by
a local foundation that used the income for local development initiatives.
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Leire Gorroño commented

“Most important for them is that the local community can see
some kind of benefit, which do not go to private pockets but are
shared in an equal way among the people living there. In many
commercial wind farm cases the needs of the local community are
not sufficiently considered. This is the reason for local opposition
and why many project are being stopped and cancelled in Denmark
at the moment. Some local municipalities are not permitting any
more on-shore wind development, many of the local politicians
see wind farms as something that is very risky for their career. So
everyone know now before elections there are never any projects
approved. The developers and local municipalities need some
new tools and ways and ideas on how to manage the community
conflicts whilst reaching the energy targets that they have in a way
that is beneficial for the local citizens.”
There is an essential role that local government leadership should play in the
energy transition in regards to advocacy and in many cases with the communities
visited, it was reported to be a weak point.
In some states in Germany where there is a high level of wind development and
saturation of the landscape the safety light regulations are becoming a point of
issue for social acceptance. Jan Dobertin stated

“It’s a big matter of acceptance now, the lights for airplane
security, we try to offer methods to reduce the light. For example
with radar system, so they are off and switch on when a plane
comes close.”

OPENING UP THE FORESTS
Due to the limits in available land space in Germany and the high population,
there has been a relatively recent move to open up the forests for wind farm
development. The forests that have monoculture and low diversity are earmarked
as low value forest areas and 18,000 hectares have now been set aside for wind
farm development, which has been met with community opposition.
The case of Wolfhagen is very interesting as the community was in opposition
to the expansion of the large transmission lines through their community and
this stimulated them to be self-sufficient. Wolfhagen was therefore one of the
first communities to progress a wind farm in the forest. At the time the State of
Hesse didn’t allow turbines in the forest areas so the municipality had to make an
exemption. There was concerns about the noise due to the proximity to the local
village, birdlife, deer and visual amenity.
Iris Degenhardt-Meister stated:

“We weren’t in a war, but it was really hard discussions, many
people tried their best to stop it at any step. They had a petition
around whether it should be built or not, they started the process
and collecting signatures but they stopped as they realised they
could not impact the planning approval. They then took us to court,
they forced more investigation into the impacts on the red kite and
other wildlife. This was expensive and meant a lot of delay, the
birds could only be tracked at certain times of the year. It meant
our project almost didn’t happen as the FiT was reducing and we
had to be built before 2014 otherwise the calculations for return
wouldn’t have been so high. We could have built in 2013 but the
delay meant we were built in 2014. Nobody counts this, but in a
way it is also a loss for the community, indirectly.”
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SOLAR OPPOSITION
Jan Dobertin also referred to the issue with opposition to mid to large-scale solar

“In North West Rhinephalia we have 18 million people, its highly
populated. So there is a big incongruence about the land use. Big
projects are not so popular. What is more popular is industrial
area conversion especially mining and coal conversion. But the
main trend is to address the rooftops with PV rather than big
solar farms given that there is so much opposition. We have these
artificial mounds from the coal mines which are a perfect angle
of 45 degrees for PV but still we have neighbourhood opposition
from people who don’t want to look at the panels. What is now
interesting to watch is the introduction of agricultural solar and the
ability to graze sheep. At the moment the law in Germany doesn’t
allow for dual use of land so we haven’t seen any agricultural solar
here yet.”
The UK has also experienced significant opposition to mid to large-scale grid
connected solar. Cornwall became a hot spot for this opposition after a rush of
greenfield, grid connected development of 5-10MW scale occurred there in a very
short time frame.
Neil Farrington discussed Community Power Cornwall’s perspective

“In Cornwall, the main grid infrastructure runs along the A30
highway, so most of the commercial solar farms are along there
and highly visible from the public roads. Security fencing and
lighting doesn’t go down well in the countryside. The design
has been minimal, they didn’t do much in regards to attractive
fencing or screening or tie in any environmental or ecological
enhancement. Solar can be done in a way that it enhances the
site, enhances the local habitat, biodiversity, Cornish hedgerows.
We have a project in for planning that took all of this into account,
people really liked it, but unfortunately by the time we put it
forward there was already political will to block it. All those early
projects with no consideration of broader impacts are the main
reason we are not having any more solar now. The damage has
been done.”
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The opposition in the UK was in contradiction to the German experience, whereby
the legislation mandates that projects must be on roadside fringe land and no
bigger than 10MW. The developments there are viewed very positively and in
many cases were reported to be utilising road side areas well.

BENEFIT SHARING MODELS
Benefit sharing can be a pathway to enhancing the social acceptance of RE
projects as well as driving local economic development outcomes. Several
examples of benefit sharing are outlined in this section
A point of interest was that there was several reported conflicts of competition
between farmers and municipalities around who should have wind turbines and
therefore benefit from them. In the case of Freiamt the local wind farm situated
on farmland in the Black Forest was a source of competition between the local
municipalities which in the end impacted the micro-siting of a turbine. Located
exactly on the border stone, local developer Erhard Shultz stated

“This stone marks the border line between the wind turbine. The
wind turbine is owned half by each municipality. This means we
pay half our annual rates and fund contribution from this turbine
to each, €30,000 split per year. The border is also shared by two
different farmers, each farmer splits the rent money as well. For
the young farmer, it is a reason to stay and keep farming, it is
easier. They are mainly forest farmers, it is hard to earn money
from the forest.”
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Wolfhagen Energy Offensive has a benefit sharing model centreing around
subsidisation of energy conservation technologies. To participate in the scheme,
residents must be members of the local energy co-operative.
They offer:
●
High efficiency heat pumps subsidised by €50 each with a maximum of 2
per dwelling
●
Decentralised ventilation system subsidised by €150 per household (50%
subsidy)
●
Hydronic heating subsidised by €150 per household (50% subsidy)
●
E-bike subsidy of  €100 per resident
●
Energy audit and energy efficiency measures rebate of €400 per
household
●
75% subsidy, up to €10,000 for either purchasing or leasing a commercial
electric car that can be monitored for data purposes (5 cars for a 4 year
pilot program) and branded on the outside with stickers for marketing
purposes. The program is integrated with load profiling for the local
generation so that the cars are advised when to charge up to ensure they
are using the local grid rather than import electricity from the national
grid.
●
Whitegood AAA efficiency class rebates of €50 for refrigerators,
dishwasher and washing machine (maximum €150 per household for 3
machines).
●
Bulk procurement of LED lights for members at half price offer.
Most offers (except for the EV offer) are open as an ongoing opportunity for
residents to participate in. The project with the most success was the whitegood
rebate program with around 200 households taking up the offer. The organisation
sets a maximum budget for each initiative per annum and operates on a first
in basis. They also enable non-members to participate in their programs when
they do bulk procurement or service offers such as energy audits, however nonmembers do not receive a rebate.
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In Denmark the distribution is very different to Australia, as the scarcity of
available land has meant that land lease prices have skyrocketed. Also because
developers have identified high wind zones and most areas are already locked
up in contracts. This has meant that the benefit sharing is diluted somewhat in
regards to the local community.
A great examples of benefit sharing in Denmark is the Hvide Sande Harbour Wind
Farm located within the Rinkøbing Municipality. The local port was wanting to
modernise to keep its strong fishing industry and tourism aspects, whilst also
expanding to enable it to become a profitable service port for offshore wind
components. There was a lack of DKK 70 million to complete the expansion of
the port so the wind farm development was proposed for the port area beach.
This was was allowed due to the set back laws not applying to industrial zones.
The high land rent from the turbines was enough to cover the payments on a loan
for the balance per annum. Once the debt is paid off, the profits are intended to
be shared with the local area. The three beach based Vestas turbines generate
enough for 6,000 homes.
Another positive Danish example is the Troldhede and North Vium Wind Farm.
Also in the Ringkøbing municipality this wind farm contributes DKK 1 million
per annum into a wind turbine fund for the two villages. This fund has provided
community benefit such as iPads for all school children and stopping the local
grocery store from closure.
Neighbour equity sharing is very common in Sweden, as there were community
conflicts around some farmers moving first to develop wind turbine on their land
and then their neighbours were unable to develop as they were too close or there
were grid capacity issues. Tore Wizelius stated the model they use is

“Where the noise from the turbines is 40 decibels those
landowners should receive payment. The standard is 50% to
landowners with turbines, the balance you distribute to the
neighbours. The agricultural society recommends 4% to be split.
This model works, a lot of the smaller farmers would have been
urbanised otherwise.”

ENGAGEMENT
“When people hear 100% renewable energy, they first think about the
technology, for them it’s about how do we produce our energy? And we
favour, that this is much more, a 100% renewable energy transition
goes far beyond how do we produce our energy and how do we
distribute it, but it’s actually about who is engaged.”
-Anna Leidreiter, WFC
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TOURISM AND EDUCATION
In Germany and Denmark in particular, there is a rise of energy walks for tourism
purposes. These are either located within the villages, which showcase energy
projects along the route or as a hiking option.
Within Gotland in Sweden there was community concern about the potential
impact of wind turbines onto the local tourism.
Tore Wizelius stated

“Tourism and real estate prices were the concern, but we made
some research with tourists and we found the opposite, it had
a positive impact, many people come here for the wind turbines
now, many people also said they would return because of the wind
turbines.”
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ENERGY HIKING TRACKS
One such developed hiking track in Germany is close to Kassel in the Naturpark
Messner-Kaufanger Wald. The Söhre Energy Route is a showcase of the existing
wind turbines in the forested region. It is 5km long and tourists can download
the route as a GPS navigation. There are interactive storyboards along the route.
Included in the storyboards are the broader facts on climate change impacts as
well as listing the pros and cons of forest based wind farms which have been a
complex issue in Germany both socially and ecologically. The self-walking tour
can also be accompanied by an educational guide, with options for both school
age and adult education.

SAERBECK ENERGY EXPRIENCE PATH
The Saerbeck Climate Community has created an Energy Experience Path within
its small village and an extracurricular learning site at which they host interns.
Part of the strategy for the path is having accessible learning opportunities.
Titled ‘Saerbeck Insights’ it aims to make RE projects visible including: the
central heating system which has transparent walls so that people can watch
what is occurring; the office building decal stickers listing the energy generation
and savings on the outside; the district heating pipes visible through cut outs of
the tarmac that are replaced with transparent acrylic so people can watch the
pipeline and see their temperatures. All along the energy trail there are interactive
storyboards. They have hosted 50,000 visitors to their local village due to their
energy program.
An additional excellent engagement program was working with the local high
school to identify every single building in the community that could be suitable
for rooftop solar. The students surveyed every single household which resulted in
400 rooftops progressing to implement solar PV systems via a bulk buy program.
The school also developed a smartphone app for the Energy Experience Path. At
the Bioenergy Park a local adult education institution runs solar workshops for
students and there is a laboratory for biogas run by Munster University on site.
Guido Wallraven stated

“All school classes come to the Bioenergy Park for lessons, we are
very connected with them and often thinking how we can integrate
our topics of Climate Community in everyday school life. They are
very engaged, right now we are working with the high school on
our power to gas project.”
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COMMUNICATION OF ENERGY 2020
For the municipality of Ringkøbing a newspaper on the progression of the 100%
strategy is produced quarterly, providing a good engagement and education
platform as well as marketing for service providers and monitoring and evaluating
the strategy. There is also an Energy Tour app that has been developed for
visitors and educational purposes.

INNOVATION ACADEMY FREIBURG
The Innovation Academy is an educational platform for showcasing sustainable
transitions. Located in Freiburg, the Academy hosts seminars, tours and
schools programs as part of their offerings. Their topics include mobility, energy
communities, urban planning and retrofitting. I took part in a guided walking tour
of Freiburg which included co-housing, local food, e-mobility and local energy
production. It was a fantastic experience as the tour guide lived in one of the
closed loop communities and had fantastic insights to share. The following day I
had a guided tour to a nearby village area which was 100% renewable - Freiamt.
The host was the founder of the energy plan for the village and was able to give
me access to all of their generators and to meet with the farmers who were
hosting the projects to hear first-hand from them.

THE ROLE OF CELEBRATION AND THE ARTS TO CONNECT

When asked “Along the journey, what
were the most memorable points for
you?” the responses from the various
community leaders I met were that they
recalled the celebration points. The
public days when they could share their
achievements with their communities.
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TOTNES HYDRO ARCHIMEDES SCREW FEST
Jane Brady from TRESOC described the significance of the Totnes weir hydro
project as where the tidal water meets freshwater which has cultural and
environmental significance. Some of the features of the project include a best
practice fish and eel pass and a green roof on the hydro plant building. Salmon is
again coming up the River Dart to its spawning ground, with around 1,000 salmon
counted on the fish meter since implementation.
The hydro technology is the Archimedes Screw so TRESOC created the the
Archimedes Screw Fest to celebrate the operation of the hydro plant. The event
had four threads – energy, art, science and the sense of the place itself. It
featured: italian food; communal weaving of a net and salmon to symbolically
beckon the salmon back up the river; river scientists to teach the kids how to
utilise river quality test kits; tours of the turbine plant; elders sharing stories
about what the river meant to them; rubbish collection and integration with
sustainable house day for the region. This is to be a re-occurring festival and this
year a ‘real-life’ Archimedes is planned to attend.
Jane stated

“Celebration is so important, it is so much hard work, it took years
and years to actually construct this hydro plant. It is so easy to
move onto the next project without pausing. It’s about doing an
event for us but also the whole community. Just to have people
recognise the connection, that technology isn’t just sitting there by
itself, it sits within an landscape and that landscape is an
eco-system. When you are developing these schemes, there is
so much resistance from neighbours, or whoever has an opinion
about it. To just be able to say, look it’s built, it’s real, it’s still a
fantastic place to be, it hasn’t ruined the landscape. Just for people
to sit with that and realise, is important.”
Jane reflected on how rather than being an industrialisation of the landscape,
the hydro area has become a public gathering spot. People build rock sculptures
there, hang out by the water due to the once muddy bank now having a beach
next to the hydro plant. People can walk in and swim there, it is a regular
destination for Transition Tours in the local area and schools do regular activities
there.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
“In Germany, we now have the notion that we are not questioning
the strength of renewables and not questioning the pace in which
renewables can can deliver. Now we are in a mode where they’re
too fast. We need to slow them down and that’s what we are seeing
in Germany at the moment. When I say they’re too fast, I don’t
mean that the grid will collapse, they’re too fast for politicians
to basically implement the adequate means to design this
transformation.”
- Stefan Shurig, WFC
Some notable differences and innovations in regards to technology were:
●
Bioenergy as the missing link for Australia.
●
Flexible tariffs are emerging as are virtual power plants.
●
The regulation has yet to catch up to where the technology and market are
going.
●
Community owned grids: several of the communities visited owned their
own grid which has significant implications for how they trade, consume
and pay for their local electricity.
●
Battery storage was not a prime focus in the UK and Europe, which is
very different from the Australian context where our need for baseload
power is significant.
●
Transport will change the operating environment, in Germany the
forecasting is that by 2020 at least 50% of bikes will be e-bikes.
●
Coal is in phase-out mode.

THE ROLE OF BIOMASS FOR HEAT AND ELECTRICITY
One of the most significant differences in the Australian energy landscape was
the use of biomass throughout most communities in Europe, both for heat and
electricity sources. It is a significant missed opportunity in Australia currently.
These biomass projects covered a range of technologies however, at a community
scale they were a significant aspect of all of the villages I visited in Germany,
Denmark and Austria.
On the island of Ærø, Rune Smitd stated:

“The heat supply is district heating 1,600 buildings here are connected
to the district heating grid. These are based on straw, local straw. The
straw is burnt and heats the village, then the ash is returned to the
farmers to use as fertiliser on the fields.”
Further the integration of solar thermal plants for summer hot water and winter
biomass facilities for heat and water was very common throughout Denmark,
frequently with large scale heat pumps.
Biomass projects importantly are delivering many co-benefits across Europe. In
the community of Strem in Austria, Dr Tajmel from the Gussing Technology Centre
stated:

“Before 2010, the farmers in Strem, they had cows and milked them for
business. But when they became part of the EU agri-market, the cow
was no longer a good investment. So they gave up cattle breeding and
changed to agriculture only. A big part of the local area was meadow,
nature protected meadow, they would take the grass to feed the cows.
They decided to install a biogas plant and instead use the grass to feed
that biogas plant. The farmers in the village also changed to becoming
organic farmers at that same time. It is not easy to do agriculture this
way. The weeds dominated, so you need to give the land a rest every
4-5 years. They now cycle their fields between being for biogas whilst
they regenerate, and being productive organic cereal crops.”
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TECHNOLOGY BEING AHEAD OF REGULATION
Many communities reported pilot studies around demand flexibility and variable
tariffs to use generation locally and the desire for businesses to be utilised as
back-up power.
Jan Dobertin discussed an aluminum smelter in Essen being able to act as a
virtual battery

“The smelter itself uses as much electricity as a large city and they
can use it to work like a storage system, so for up to 48 hours they can
reduce their power demand. They are using constantly 270MW in one
device and they can reduce it to 200MW, or they can raise it to 340MW
up to 48hours. So you see there’s a virtual storage system, but we need
to change the rules in the electricity market to make this economically
feasible.”
He also described the emergence of flexible tariffs

“Next Kraftwerke in Cologne are one of the operators of virtual
power plants with a hybrid of technologies and diesel backup.
The customers have incentives to use electricity when there is a
surplus and reduce when there isn’t. These activities to flexibilise
the spot market. This is very necessary as we keep increasing the
renewable share. We also talk about sector coupling so heating,
electricity and mobility integration with storage. It is much cheaper
to store heat than to store electricity. This again can give the
system more flexibility. The energy market laws need significant
reform to enable this.”
Markus Huntzinger from Stadtwerke Wolfhagen discussed the local demand side
management project currently being piloted in Wolfhagen

“We produce more energy than we need over the whole year
120%. This is good, but what about the local community grid
and the energy, we sell it back to the national grid for a low price,
how can we use it locally and harmonise the production and
consumption? The pilot is around 5 time variable tariffs, with 35
households. There is a low tariff, 10c per kWh and the highest is
46c per kWh. The standard tariff in Europe is 26c per kWh. When
it’s very low we want them to turn on their whitegoods, when it’s
high we want them to reduce their load so that we can achieve
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ON REPOWERING: WHAT COMMUNITIES WANT
Within Denmark and Germany there is now the second cycle of repowering
occurring for wind farms. The technology even in the past five years has changed
dramatically with 100m average turbine height and 2MW capacity now being
dwarfed by 200m tall and 3.6MW capacity turbines. The differences in opinions
about what scale to proceed with in different communities was incredibly
interesting. The repowering phase is impacted in Denmark as the Danish
Government has not announced the subsidy framework for renewable. This has
stalled many wind developers.
Rune Smitd commented

“At the end of the 90’s you were paid by the Danish Government
to take down small wind turbines and put up bigger ones. The
good spots were often taken, so the strategy was for less but
bigger. Now it is the second generation, the average age of the
wind turbines in Denmark is 18-20 years old. They have to be
updated and the subsidy is running out. This is a big question now
in Denmark. Currently wind turbines are being taken down as there
isn’t enough money for repairs with the spot market price being so
low.”
Rune Smitd also noted

“When we think about the next repowering, height is a big issue
on Ærø Island, we have had a failed project which did not get
built because of protests. In 2002 we went from 55kW turbines
to 2000kW turbine, from 30m to 100m. When talking about
acceptance, they are getting bigger and bigger and that is an issue
here.”
Søren Hermansen also mirrored this perception for the island of Samsø, that
smaller turbines are likely to be preferable when they go through their repowering
phase.

In contrast in Freiburg Germany, I encountered at a sustainability festival a
community engagement exercise around community choice on turbine scale for
a new wind development. The choice was for a total wind farm capacity of 12MW,
to be made of of either 2.3MW turbines or 600kW turbines. The community
preference can be seen below in regards to the amount of dots represented.
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THE ROLE OF COAL
As Germany leaps above 30% renewable, the issue of coal and what to do with
existing mines and ageing generators is a big topic.
Stephan Shurig stated:

“Mining isn’t the issue anymore for us here. It does not make any
economic sense anymore in Germany, the tonne of coal produced
in Germany is three times the price than the global market. So
the fact that we’re still doing some mining here is more a social
infrastructure measure rather than any economic meaningful
action. It’s now basically a phase out program for coal.”

THE MONEY
The interdependence between political leadership and investment security was
also paramount throughout Europe.
As Stephan Shurig noted

“Political leadership leads to investment security because it shows
that the political will or it shows the political direction and shows
what the jurisdiction of a region or a city is moving towards and
where to invest and where probably not to invest.”
Key learnings:
●
The ability of banks to unlock citizen finance and create community wealth.
●
A strong trend of banks being interested in financing CE projects including
which had minimum thresholds for investment that were too high for 		
most projects, now seeing the multifaceted benefits that CE brings and
targeting those projects.
●
For banks the driver is customer acquisition and engagement with a
stakeholder group that is accessible via the CE project.
●
Community groups are progressing with a portfolio of potential projects
for capital raising and then implementing them rather than doing all of the
work prior to raising capital.
●
The role of banks in adding weight and influence in backing CE projects
and enabling a secure process by providing community bonds.
●
What is acceptable in regards to a rate of return is generally over 1.5%.
●
The role of sweat equity both for CE groups and support
agencies is important for future viability.
●
Economies of scale and therefore growth are important. This means
delivering a portfolio of projects to enable the administration to be
sustainable for the long term and long term job creation.
●
Tracking what the current elecricity cost is and how much money leaves a
district is a very strong argument for local areas to transition.
●
Local government can provide loans for local CE projects.
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CITIZEN FINANCE PRODUCTS FOR CE PROECTS
For Ringkøbing Bank it has been an organic process of creating multiple offers for
wind projects as they have evolved in Denmark. With a 25 year history of financing
wind projects with local farmers and smaller turbines, Manager Jørn Nielson
stated

“The turbines became bigger and bigger and we continued
to finance them. When we got into normal citizens finance
participation it was because of the Danish legislators, they tried to
involve local citizens and the way they did it was that if you are a
developer and you build a project then you have to take 20% and
offer for it for the local citizens and you have to sell shares with no
profit.”
It is now also a regular occurrence for developers to offer more of a project than
20%. In addition, they have to contribute to a green fund as well. Ringkøbing
Bank has made wind power financing a niche and they have expanded all over
Europe.

“We like wind turbines because they’re good for the environment
but we are a bank and we like them mostly because of the stable
cash flow we see from the turbines. You could say that we are we
are not financing turbines, we are financing cash flow. That is the
banker’s approach to this. We have 25 year experience now and we
are very comfortable with them.”
The most innovative but well proven product from Ringkobing Bank who was the
first mover in this model, is the citizen community energy loan which has now
been replicated by most Danish banks.
When questioned about it Jorn Nielsen said

“We don’t need a high price but we need to be sure of the bottom
price. Then we know the cash flow will come. That makes a good
business deal and that makes us able to finance almost any
individual if they want to participate in the project. That is why we
have made a standard loan package that is very simple. It won’t
work in countries where the projects are dependent on spot price.
There needs to be a fixed price, it doesn’t matter if the fixed price is

low, people accept a low return if the risk is low.”

The high level aspects of the CE finance product are:
●
The Danish legislation for 20% offer to local investors within 4.5km,  the
bank had assurity that this is replicable.
●
The loan is linked to the FiT.
●
Single customer loans for investment ~€25,000.
●
7-12 year terms.
●
Not secured to existing personal assets.
●
Long term customer acquisition strategy for banks.
●
It is not a non-recourse loan, the investors have the risk of the interest
payments if something goes wrong.

“It is very very rare that we would have to say no to our local
citizens who want a loan to buy turbine shares. As long as they are
buying about €25,000, that is the normal proportion for a loan.”
When asked how competitive it is now he stated

“It’s a competitive area now, all the other banks do it. If we have a
private customer at our bank we would hate it if he made this loan
with our colleagues at another bank. Because that’s a pathway for
the total client relationship.”
For the bank, it is about customer acquisition and loyalty with a secure
investment. Whilst it is micro loans, it isn’t complicated on an administrative level.
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COMMUNITY AND COUNCIL FINANCING
For the case of Plymouth Community Energy (PEC), the Plymouth City Council
provided a long term loan to underwrite community investment in several of
its projects, ensuring they could be built within a timeline to secure the FiT.  
The projects were then opened up for community investment shares post
construction.
The Ernsettle Community Solar Array, a 4.1MW solar farm opened up for
£1,230,000 worth of community shares and was fully subscribed. The solar farm
was built on council-owned derelict land. Over the lifecycle of the project, the
local Four Greens Community Trust will earn £600,000 in land rental payments
and £2,900,000 of income will go to PEC as a revolving fund model with a focus
on fuel poverty reduction. The return on investment is variable, however, it is
targeted to be 6%. Shares were available from a minimum of £50 and anyone
over 16 could apply.
The solar farm was a best practice approach whereby local residents were
continually engaged and surveyed on the development. 87% of survey
respondents considered the site appropriate for a solar array and 82% wanted
community ownership. Greenfield solar in the UK is becoming more of a social
opposition issue in regards to industrialisation of the landscape. To counter this,
PEC created 18 acres of wildflower meadows, two bug hotels and 500m of native
species to hedge the array.
In the case of Community Power Cornwall, Neil Farrington described the £2.75M
loan fund that is distributed by the local authority however is managed by the CE
group

“One of the barriers we faced was accessing finance early on,
especially for the scale we were looking at and with community
ownership, so we created our own finance vehicle to do so.”
The loan fund is distinctly for CE in Cornwall, and provides money that is
unsecured and is targeted at capital construction costs. It is a revolving loan, the
council access the money for 4.3% and the loans are made at 6.5%. The margin
in between is what keeps it going. There is currently £1.3M available. The general
process is to finance, construct and then swap out the finance with community
share offers once it is operational.

“Because we manage it we can try to be flexible with it as well. So
we help CE groups in terms of the application process, making sure
they have the right governance structures and everything in place
to actually manage a long term loan.”
The role of local government is to borrow the money, and allocate it to CPC as
well as having final sign off. CPC coordinate and manage the fund.  
Below is an infographic depicting the benefit from the Ernsettle Community Solar
Array.
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CAPITAL RAISING FOR MULTIPLE PROJECTS
PEC has also delivered many small-scale rooftop solar arrays under a mosaic
approach to community ownership. Whereby they have a list of solar sites they
are likely to develop should a share offer round be successful. They develop
up a project prioritisation list with assumptions on rates of return and have a
complimentary Priority Applications framework for local investors in the case
of being oversubscribed. The first priority is given to residents within the City
of Plymouth and the second tier is residents within Devon and Cornwall. If it is
oversubscribed, PEC will look to deploy the additional funds on additional projects
or scale back the investment for those who have subscribed for over 20,000
shares. They state that an extension of the share offer would be directed at
projects with similar investment characteristics.
For each share offer round, investors become a member of PEC Renewables – a
Society which is democratic with one member one vote. The administration is
managed by PEC through a long term services agreement including compliance
and reporting as well as asset management.
Five directors are elected from the membership base to govern the Society. The
investment term is 20 years, with members able to apply for share buybacks from
year 6 to have their original capital returned.
TRESOC is another CE group progressing with a mosaic of projects
simultaneously. In their last share offer they proposed to merge 3 roof-top solar
projects which would be owned and operated by TRESOC, with an equity stake
but no asset management obligations in two hydro projects, as well as a codevelopment hydro project. The total share offer was for between £500,000
and £1,500,000 dependent on subscription take up. The minimum shareholding
was 20 shares at $1 per share, with a cap of 100,000 shares by individuals, but
not organisations. The forecast returns were between 1.25% to 4% dependent
on annual production across all of the sites. The solar sites were to provide
a superior return than the hydro sites and were intended to bolster them. In
order to keep administration costs to a minimum, TRESOC only makes interest
payments back to small shareholders once the accrued value is over £5. It
should be noted that also some debt from a community wind farm that was not
successful in receiving a planning permit was incorporated into the share offer.
Ian Bright, the Managing Director of TRESOC discussed the significant role of
banks as partners. In the case of the the aforementioned share offer which was a
second attempt (TRESOC was unsuccessful in raising the minimum of  £500,000
in first attempt at this share offer). However, after the capital raising didn’t go
through Triodos Bank stepped up as the financier (a Dutch ethical investment

bank), agreed to partner with TRESOC and raised £2,400,000 in 10 days in
bonds at 7% from the community for one of the hydro projects. Once the project
was built there the estimated take up of the electricity output by the local school
was less in reality, so they invested in a cable to the local foundry which cost
£300,000 to take the balance of electricity. Again Triodos Bank said they would
provide a share offer to TRESOC members for this over a 4 week period, which
was fully subscribed.
TRESOC received 1% sweat equity for their role in the capital raising which
equated to £30,000. There is a discussion now on the five year term on the bonds
and for them to be reinvested in CE projects at completion. Refinancing on solar
has also being a partnership approach by Triodos, who is looking to refinance
existing loans and look to future projects.   
This type of approach in regards to capital raising with a range of projects and
technologies is possible in Australia but has not been implemented by a CE group
to date in regards to not having a 20 investor limit per project.
In conversation with Ian Bright he described their future strategy as evolving from
the mosaic approach to capital raising with fixed contracts for sites, into a less
defined approach with more of an investment profile listing and project list rather
than contracts with specific sites. He stated

“You know, what we actually delivered on was not identical to
what’s in there. We raised a certain amount of money, we invested
it, we got the returns we wanted and now we have to grow. We
have to get bigger. We are still not quite big enough”.
Transferring ownership for long term investments in community energy projects
is also complex. In the case of TRESOC, they stipulate in their rules that they will
buyback a member’s shares if a request is made six months in advance. They will
then repurchase them at the original price and charge a fee for transfer of shares.
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GROWTH AND CAPACITY BUILDING
Within the zero-net energy communities visited,
there appeared to be a difference in outcome for
local government supported energy transitions
and localities that were largely community
organisation led. Having strong local government
support meant that a lot of the expertise and
services were provided by them. When the
transition was more community led, then there
appeared to be a lot more volunteer contribution
and community upskilling occurring as well a
local job creation. TRESOC discussed the skills
that they needed in-house for metering and
billing, as they grew their portfolio this led to
local jobs.

THE COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
In June I spent a week at Samsø Energy Academy, as part of a global CE network
titled the Tentou Network. In 2017 Hepburn Wind became a partner in the Tentou
Network. Enabled by a grant from KR Foundation in Copenhagen and led by the
Samsø Energy Academy, the aim of the partnership is to share knowledge and
grow the global presence of community energy and community involvement in
planning, implementation and investment.
The Tentou Network includes a diverse array of organisations including; Institute
for Sustainable Energy Policies in Japan,  Sustainable Molokai in Hawaii, and
Island Institute in Maine. These organisations bring a breadth of experience from
engaging with their local communities, supporting investment and developing the
profile of CE.
The focus of the week at the Energy Academy was around defining the Tentou
Network’s objectives. We held workshop sessions around: What competences
do you need to deliver great transition services to local communities? How will
a global alliance provide great value to you? How can we expand this network to
serve other communities?
Intermingled with the workshop sessions were information sessions around
emergent technologies and projects such as blockchain power, repowering of
the existing turbines on Samsø Island and the process around that, biogas for
the ferry project and many other initiatives. Importantly there was also a strong
element of the arts and creativity, with an initiative building star watching facilities
and night gardens across the Netherlands also presenting, as well as a Japanese
calligraphy artist undertaking an artist residency to produce artwork based on the
12 UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Many of the communities visited reflected on the need for a global community of
practice. Ian Bright from TRESOC stated

“The CE sector has a great deal to gain by joining up worldwide,
I’m not sure what form it should take, but renewables in the
developing world needs to be taken into account. Renewables is
leapfrogging the grid with instant communication technology.”
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Guido Wallraven stated

“We are trying to enlarge this global cooperation with Saerbeck,
we are co-operating with a small city in Minnesota and the
Prefecture of Fukushima as they are interested in how we are
addressing these issues of energy turnaround to renewables.”
100% Renewables and ICLEI have created a framework under the 100% RE
Cities and Regions Network in order to showcase and enable learnings globally
within the transition movement . The role of making visible the work of champions
is key to rapid upscaling of localised solutions.

GOING MAINSTREAM
The need to professionalise the CE space was a common thread amongst the
communities I visited as was a need to focus more on local job creation and youth
engagement.
Many stakeholders reflected on the current issue across Europe whereby the
lack of ongoing employment options meant it was difficult to retain interest and
engage stakeholders post the construction of projects. This then created difficulty
when there were issues with the projects, or in the repowering phase, when
stakeholders were disconnected.
Ian Bright from TRESOC stated

“We are just starting to pay ourselves something, not much but it
makes a huge difference. Because if you are running on volunteers,
people lose enthusiasm, or they have other things more important
to attend to, then they’re gone and you have a hard to fill gap and
the work stalls. When you start to pay, the attitude changes, it’s a
game changer if you want to grow.”
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REFLECTIONS ON
MY WORK

One of the most suprising elements of my trip was the level of profile Hepburn
Wind had in Europe. Our approach is considered innovative and current and it
was wonderful to find out that we exist as a case study in university curriculum. In
addition several people had images of our turbine murals in their offices and our
benefit sharing model was widely known.
The most important learning that I received throughout this time was a level
of comfort in how to go about leading a zero-net energy transition and how to
practically deliver multiple projects across multiple technologies in a local area.
I was invited to present at several conferences and meetings whilst I was on the
Fellowship. The Global 100% Renewable Energy Platform launch event in Bonn
Germany on 8 May included presentations and reflections from global 100%
transition leaders and ENGO’s including the Sierra Club, Greenpeace, UNFCC,
IRENA, World Future Council, 350.org as well as community leaders, I was the
Australian representative.
The event was held alongside the UN Bonn Climate Change Talks, “The Platform’s
work will be guided by its principles that all new investments into energy systems
have to be 100% renewable energy based, and that decentralized and peoplecentered approaches are the best and fastest way to transform societies.”1
In June, I presented at the national Community Energy Conference in Manchester
UK. The conference was the launch of Community Energy Fortnight, an initiative
which is an open house style national event for community energy projects and
forums across the country. My topic was around the state of the Australian CE
sector, barriers we are encountering and stand out projects including Hepburn
Wind. The conference highlighted that community energy in the UK is at a
crossroads without a supportive policy environment currently. The future of
community energy beyond 2017 was a main topic which included unpacking a
financial roadmap for CE projects in a post subsidy landscape. Communities that
were already navigating that successfully were featured such as Brighton Energy
Co-op (BEC).
BEC has a strategy of behind-the-meter solar projects that are subsidy free and
ensure affordable installations are done to maximise the community benefit. This
is a pathway that has been successful within Australia with dozens of projects
delivered by organisations such as ClearSky and RePower Shoalhaven. The
future lobbying direction for the sector was also a major topic to advocate for
supporting policies and programs. Smart Energy themes were explored with
existing case studies on communities that are using metering and tariff structures
to consume their locally generated electricity.
1

http://www.go100re.net/
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Sharing the struggles was also an important exchange. Given that the State of
Victoria is currently experiencing a supportive policy environment, I certainly have
the sense that we are out of a very difficult time. For many of the EU communities
they are now experiencing constrictive policy settings.
I participated in and EU ENGO community energy network meeting in Brussels
and gave a presentation around what is happening in Australia.
I also presented at the World Wind Energy Conference in Malmo in June on a
current wind research project that I am undertaking with a team in Australia.

SHARING THE INSIGHTS
In regards to sharing the learnings, I was very active on social media whilst
away which meant there were live postings about the Fellowship learnings. Since
my return I have undertaken several presentations to local government, other
communities, State Government and industry on my findings. I will be presenting
at the Hepburn Wind AGM, undertaking a public webinar for the Coalition for
Community Energy and developing up three short podcasts. Most importantly I
have already begun implementing the findings in the Hepburn Shire with a range
of initiatives towards zero-net energy and will continue to do so.

CONCLUSIONS
The Churchill Fellowship was a significant moment in time in my life. To be given
the opportunity to comfortably travel and engage with likeminded people and
communities has given me more depth of perspective around how to catalyse
change in regional Australian communities. The fact that Australia has had a
slow energy transition to date, has in fact also brought us to a point where the
market has evolved greatly alongside technology and our transition can be much
more rapid than the European example as we can leapfrog certain elements of
the process and can do so with less government support than was needed 10-20
years ago.
In particular the role of a steady framework with which to guide a zero-net energy
transition is paramount and I experienced nuanced variations of this. Further,
understanding the role of Lighthouse Communities in taking responsibility
to transition quickly has inspired me greatly. The fact that Hepburn Wind in
particular has an existing platform with which to create change from is an
important factor. Rolling out new projects such as solar under the Hepburn Wind
umbrella is important for our growth and it is achievable.
There is currently a policy and funding gap around zero-net energy blueprints
and implementation programs for communities. However, there is clear proof from
the European context that this is the most effective pathway to rapid transition.
Addressing this gap and working to implement a best practice example of it, is my
immediate strategy.
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LEARNINGS FOR AUSTRALIA
Some of the most important learnings that I uncovered through this trip are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The role of setting targets and having a localised community blueprint.
The role of lighthouse communities as well as regional approaches
The process of zero-net energy.
Existing renewable energy generator risk when saturation of the market
occurs.
The role that biomass and bioenergy plays in the European energy
transition.
Communities can take back the power and transition older commercial  
generators into community assets.
How technology is changing the game in regards to community grids and
local load consumption.
The different approaches to funding and raising finance.
The social risk of high renewable penetration if community benefits aren’t
fundamental to each project.
The role of municipality frameworks for planning in stimulating community
energy.
There is a strong desire for a global community of practice.
That either community groups or councils can lead, but the most effective
outcomes occur when it is a mutual partnership.
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